
1. Open to Your “notes” section of 
your notebook

2. Title Today’s Notes “Poetry 
Structure”

3. Watch a Cool Poetry Video before 
taking notes



Poetry

Notes on Structure



Prose and Poetry
Prose: written or spoken language in its ordinary form.

Prose Structure

● written in sentences --
Font and font size 
decide how long 
sentences are.

● Ideas are grouped into 
paragraphs. 

Poetry: literary work that expresses feelings and ideas by  
using a distinctive style and rhythm.

Poetry Structure

● written in lines --Poets 
DECIDE how long lines 
are.

● Ideas are grouped into 
stanzas.



Poetry -- Line Length Determines:
Sound of a poem -- a very slight pause at the end of a line

Speed of reading -- short=fast; long=slow

Looks of the poem-- is there a lot of white space? Are the 
lines close together? Is there a specific shape?

Emphasis - words at the end of a line seem more important 
than in the middle.



Types of Poems
Rhyming Poems

Poems that follow 
certain line and 
rhyming patterns.

Free Verse Poems

Follows no 
particular pattern. 
It does not rhyme or 
have a regular 
rhythm.



Types of Poems
Rhyming

The Yak
By Hilaire Belloc (1870-1953)

As a friend to the children commend me the Yak.
You will find it exactly the thing:

It will carry and fetch, you can ride on its back,
Or lead it about with a string.

The tartar who dwells on the plains of Tibet
(A desolate region of snow)

Has for centuries made it a nursery pet,
And surely the Tartar should know!

Then tell your papa where the yak can be got,
And if he is awfully rich

He will buy you the creature - or else he will ,
(I can not be positive which.)

Free Verse
Fog
by Carl Sandburg

The fog comes
on little cat feet.

It sits looking
over harbor and city
on silent haunches
and then moves on.


